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Front Cover:  Carl Greenlund raises his 
feet in salute to the Oregon roads 2020.  
photo by Jeff Scott 
Back Cover:  See ya!  Velocette sign 
ahead on an Oregon back road.  photo by 
Jeff Scott. 

 Club dues $30 a year.  Member-
ship runs from January thru December.  
Notices go out by email in December to 
be paid by January.  U.S. funds only.  All 
new member and renewal information 
can be found on our website: 
 http://velocette.org/the-club. 
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VOCNA CLUB OFFICERS 

Chairman:  chairman@velocette.org  
   Olav E. Hassel  velomadness@aol.com 
   818 577-9533 
    419 Dartmouth Rd. Santa Paula CA 93060 
President:   Paul@thevintagent.com  
Paul d’Orleans  415.378.8787  
   2315 Broadway St 
   San Francisco CA 94115 
Treasurer:    treasurer@velocette.org  
   Kim Lohstroh Young 415-308-0172 
   1695 Dolores St. S.F. CA, 94110   
Membership Secretary: membership@velocette.org 
   Debbie Macdonald PO Box 518  Boulder Creek CA 95006 
Rally Purser:  vmpadula@gmail.com 
   Vivian Padula  707-226-3959 
   7432 Leary Crescent, Chiliwack, BC,  
   Canada V2R 3H4 
East. Canada VP: andrewhar2004@gmail.com 
   Andrew Harris 905 666-4041 
   48 Calais St. Whitby, Ontario, L1N 5M2 
Editor of Fishtail West editor@velocette.org  Lanoras@gmail.com 
   Lanora Cox  707 553-2909 
   1731 Alabama St.  Vallejo, CA 94590 
Webmaster:  webmaster@velocette.org  
   J.P. Defaut  jpdefaut@gmail.com 
   965 Martin Ln, Sebastopol, CA 95472

This newsletter often features items from 
older motorcycle magazines, including pho-
tographs, drawings, cartoons etc.  Where 
possible I acknowledge their source.  Often 
these items are often from "MotorCycle" and 
"MotorCycling", and the current copyright 
holders are Mortons Motor Cycle Media.  I 
thank them for their use.

The technical tips, views, and opinions ex-
pressed in this newsletter are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the 
position or policy of the editor or any of the 
other VOCNA officers.
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Hot Off the Pres 
Oct 2020 

Paul d’Orléans 
 The inspiration for next year’s Summer Rally tapped quietly on my shoulder, 
the sort of nudge one should listen to, or at least consider.  Lubricated by half a bottle of 
a biodynamic rosé, questions about the Rally floated across the pleasant haze of my 
post-dinner reflection.  Ferndale.  Why not Ferndale?  We’ve visited Ferndale many 
times in past Rallies, even stayed there a night some years ago, and visited that cool old 
bar on the main drag.  Quiet, charming, historic, with a mild climate, and situated with-
in a maze of interesting roads, landscapes, and visit-worthy parks, surely Ferndale 
could serve as a Rally hub?  The Vintagent HQ (my desk) is eight steps from the dining 
table, and in the space of uncertainty between these two poles, the dotted outline of a 
rally formed.  A quick search revealed the most likely hotel, a suitably close camping 
area, and 5 days’ worth of interesting riding.  Two phone calls later, and planning for 
the 2021 Velocette Summer Rally was basically done.   
 If we have a Rally of course.  While Ferndale seems well out of reach of what 
has become a new season on the California calendar, it seems churlish to predict any-
thing at all these days.  But we must make a plan, exposing ourselves to the gods’ 
laughter.  So, here are our dates and places, let us proceed with the ritual of sharing 
credit cards with strangers, and hope for the best.   
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2021 Velocette Summer Rally, July 19-24: Ferndale, CA. 
Rally Hub: Victorian Inn / Redwood Suites 

Prices range from $150-$400/night 
Victorian Inn  

400 Ocean Avenue  
Ferndale, CA 95536  

707-786-4949  
innkeeper@victorianvillageinn.com  

www.victorianvillageinn.com 
Camping Alternative: 

Humboldt County Fairgrounds 
Approx. $35/night 

Tent camping on grass, RV spots too, with showers etc on site,  
0.8 miles from the Victorian Inn. 

We will have logistical details on the official rally form in a future FTW.  Hold tight.  

Above:  Paul d’Orleans and others took a side trip from the 2019 VOCNA rally to visit 
Dick Mann (second from left).  photo by JP Default. 

Membership Renewal Coming in December  
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 The Victorian Inn has facilities capable of handling our Welcome and AGM 
dinners.  Give them a call to reserve your room: we must confirm all rooms by April 
15th, all unconfirmed rooms will then be released into the hands of a grasping public.  
Some folks have also booked AirBnBs locally.  There are many other hotels in the area, 
and even the Bear River Casino six miles away, if you find losing money a thrill.  No 
judgement.  
 The roads in the region make a fine if lop-sided daisy of dayride loops.  We’ll 
go south and north, and mostly east, as we can’t go west hardly.  You know: Lost Coast, 
ancient redwood groves, mostly unburnt forest lands, beautifully paved highways, hor-
ribly paved byways, and stretches of quiet wilderness over which you’ll surely calculate 
your fuel supply.  It will start and end cool every day in Ferndale, while the bulk of our 
riding time will be in warmer terrain.  It should be glorious. 
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Phil Irving An Autobiography - Summary of his time at 
Veloce LTD 1930-1943 

 Philip E. Irving (1903-1992) was an 
Australian engineer and author.  He worked 
twice for Velocette.   
 The Mothership Velocette Owners 
Club has taken the VOC Down Under publi-
cation of the autobiography of Phil Irving 
and distributed a copy to all members as a 
supplement to the regular newsletter.   
 Dennis Quinlan with full permis-
sion from the Irving estate condensed the 
complete work to include mostly the time 
Mr. Irving was serving with the Goodmans 
and the Velocette works.  Plus he obtained 
permission to include additional photos.   
 The result gives a close personal 
insight to the times roughly 1930 to 1943 as 
England pulled out of the financial hole of 
the early decade and traces the home efforts 
to sustain production through the success at 
the TT races and into war time work.  Unfor-
tunately the supplement is not for sale and is 
available only through VOC club member-
ship at this time.   
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Eastern News 
by Andrew Harris 

 Greetings from the East, hope that everyone on the West coast is safe with all 
the fires out there. 
 Here in Ontario we are seeing a slight return towards normality, the Sunday 
morning vintage breakfast is back on as the restaurant has reopened.  Not too many 
sitting inside but a good crowd with takeaway in the parking lot.  My Velo and a Black 
Shadow are the oldest bikes but there are quite a few Honda 4’s.  A bit of a shock to 
realise the Honda 4 is in the vintage category, especially as I can remember them first 
coming into service.  Time does indeed fly. 
 We just had the first organised ride of the year, the green lane run taking in the 
B&B with a garden full of aircraft built from scrap.  All full size, a Spitfire, Hurricane 
and ME109 at one end and a Sopwith camel, Fokker Triplane and DH Mosquito at the 
other. 
 Had a few problems with the charging circuit on the Viper, thank heavens for 
magnetos which mean you can still get about without lights.  Daytime headlights are 
not mandatory in Ontario if the machine was made before 1970.  My local electrical 
rebuilder diagnosed a problem with the Prestolite dynamo, and the voltage regulator 
provided the traditional smell of smoke. 
 Different stories on replacement voltage regulators, one large auto electric 
shop said not available for 3 weeks or so, NAPA could supply next day and the local 
shop had one in 2 days.  The cost for the same item was $79 at NAPA but only $25 at 
the local shop.  I suppose it pays to check around. 
 I was planning to get some new Avon Roadrider tyres for the Velo.  Unfortu-
nately on contacting my usual supplier they are out of stock.  Seems the factory in the 
UK was shut for 3 months earlier this year and the supply chain has not yet recovered.  
I suppose I will have to be patient.  Maybe next year. 
 I see California has 
just announced that new diesel 
trucks and cars will not be al-
lowed to be sold after 2045.  
Still 25 years away but a sign of 
the times.  Wonder if I will see 
it?  (I’ll be even longer in the 
tooth by 2045…..)  The search 
for alternate power sources con-
tinues, much talk of hydrogen 
as a solution and a lot of effort 
going into fuel cell powered 
electric trains.  I’m not sure if 
burning hydrogen in i/c engines 
will really be an answer, on-
board storage will be interest-
ing.  On the other hand, imag-
ine if we were asked today to 
introduce a new liquid fuel 
which was flammable, explo-
sive, carcinogenic and poiso-
nous…? 
 ride safely and stay 
healthy,    Andrew 
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Thruxton Venom
Built 1964-1971 1955-1971
Engine 499cc single cylinder OHV, 9-1 

compression ratio.  Bore and stroke 
86 mmX86mm, Amal 1 3/8” GP 
racing carburetor, competition man-
ual racing magneto and coil ignition 
from August, 1968, 41 bhp at 6,200 
rpm

499cc single cylinder 
OHV, 8 -1 compression 
ratio.  Bore and stroke 86 
mm X 86mm, 36 bhp at 
6,200 rpm

Transmis-
sion

Four speed gearbox, 10.1 – 1 first, 
6.97 – 1 second, 5.3 – 1 third and 
4.4 fourth gear ratios, 20T gearbox 
sprocket, TT close ratio gears 8.4, 
6.3, 4.83, and 4.4 -1 top.

Four speed gearbox, 11.2 
– 1 first, 7.7 – 1 second, 
5.87 – 1 third and 4.87 – 
1 gear ratios

Suspension 
and Frame

Full cradle single down tube Velo-
cette frame with adjustable pivoting 
fork rear suspension, telescopic 
gaitered front forks with two way 
dampening.

Velocette oil damped 
telescopic front forks and 
adjustable rear sprung 
cradle frame.



Venom vs Thruxton  
by Bob English 

Sept. 2020 
 After it had spent a decade or so of lying around in bits, an on-again-off-again 
three year restoration, and another year of idleness under a dustsheet, Gary McCaw 
finally got around to firing up his 1966 silver and blue Thruxton this past summer.  And 
some weeks and miles later asked if I’d like to ride it and see how this legendary ma-
chine, which sounded the final exhaust note for the Velocette breed compared to my 
1967 Venom.    
 Gary lives near Stirling Ontario and is well known and respected in Canadian 
vintage restoration and racing circles.  Velos and Ducatis occupy much of his shop time, 
but anything with two wheels can capture his eye.  He recently dragged a fire damaged 
Flandria Rekord (you can Google it) out of a tractor trailer full of old bikes, and tidied it 
up into a unique showpiece.   
 His Velo enthusiasm has resulted in his competing in the Isle of Man classic 
TT races, and four cross continent runs, with a 50-50 finishing record.  The first suc-
cessful trip was in 1998 on his Venom, the next two on a Thruxton ended with terminal 
piston problems, with a final successful round trip to California, again on his Venom.    
 Gary acquired this Thruxton (VMT153, making it the 53rd built) a dozen years 
ago.  It had been comprehensively dismantled, the frame was bent, the front end miss-
ing completely, the tank badly dented, and some previous owner had “butchered” the 
crankcases.  This level of challenge doesn’t tend to daunt him however.  “All the key 
parts were there, and the rest fixable. I just picked away at it,” he says.  And the result is 
yet another Velo brought back to life, and in spectacular fashion.  
 I’m not quite as handy and bought my Venom in the mid-1980s from another 
great Velo fan and friend, Rob Hunt who had found it rusting away on a front porch and 
then used it on the street and as a vintage racer.  Some years later he restored it for me, 
and it still looks and goes really well.  Prior to that I’d owned a 1952 rigid MAC.  I had 
never ridden a Thruxton and was awed to have the opportunity – and not a little bit trep-
idatious. 
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 I would expect those reading this know well the story of the Venom and its 
evolution through Clubman versions to its ultimate iteration the Thruxton, with its im-
proved forks, brakes, tuned engine, with GP carb and café racer kit that includes twin 
instruments, clip-ons, rear-sets and long hump-backed seat.  The Venom engine was 
rated at 36hp and the Thruxton 41hp, not a big bump, but that extra poke and how it’s 
delivered makes quite a difference.  
 But first you’ve got to get it running, and Thruxtons are notoriously tempera-
mental.    
 Initially Gary couldn’t get it to start using the kickstarter, although it would 
fire willingly on the rollers.  My Venom, on the other hand, if you religiously follow 
“the sacramental drill” generally starts first kick, sometimes after a long winter.  After 
consultation with Rob Hunt, Gary now sets the spark advance about half way, the mix-
ture control to full rich, runs it through with the exhaust valve lifted six times, slowly, 
then dutifully performs the rest of the ritual, before leaning it left a bit (it won’t start 
while fully upright) and giving it a very determined right leg thrust.  It now usually fires 
up first kick for him, and only took me two.    
 Climbing aboard wasn’t much different, the clip-ons looked daunting but 
didn’t feel too low or narrow, perhaps because I’ve got Ace bars on my Venom.  The 
riding position is definitely racer-like, bending your back into arc mine didn’t much 
appreciate.  The rearsets decidedly are, but not too awkwardly so.  Ride was firmer than 
my well used Venom, and livelier, seeming to respond more sharply, but not nervously, 
to steering inputs. The double-damped front forks deal more compliantly with bumps 
than the Venom’s.  
 A removable extension Gary added to the gear lever made it more easily toe-
able.  Handy when finding neutral at stops.  Despite taller gearing (19 tooth sprocket - a 
20 tooth was standard) pulling away wasn’t the drama I’d expected, no major clutch 
slipping required.  Running it up through the gears on a light throttle it didn’t really feel 
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all that different to the Venom, although obviously more eager and with crisper exhaust 
note.  The front brake was a bit sensitive, but worth about two of the one fitted to my 
bike. And it even idled, sort of.   
 The Venom’s a great bike with adequate go and fine handling, but the Thrux-
ton revealed its decidedly different character when at 50mph or so I firmed up my grip 
on the those stubby clip-ons, slid my backside all the way rearward until it contacted 
the hump on the seat and stretched my chest out over the broad tank-top.  Tucking my 
chin in narrowed my worldview and sharpened its focus.  A glance down and the inch-
es-away twin Smiths classic clocks filled the lower bifocal range of my glasses.   
 A twist of the throttle and the outsize TT carb’s slide was yanked out of the 
way admitting big gulps of air and fuel that was turned into a thrusting surge of torque - 
accompanied by a hardening of the fast rising exhaust note – that I felt I could ride right 
up to this legendary bike’s well over a hundred mile an hour plus top speed.    
 A glance down at the gauges to see where the tach needle was going and my 
eyes passed over the convex chrome mirror finish of the outsized headlamp that, if I 
had been wearing an open face helmet, would have revealed probably the biggest grin 
I’ve ever pasted on. 
 I love my Venom, but would I trade it for the Thruxton?  Of course, I would.  
It would still allow me to, if not quite plonk, at least trundle along on narrow back lanes 
like the Venom does, but there’s no denying the Thruxton’s magical mystical appeal – is 
that Kate’s Cottage I see in the distance? – and twisting its throttle open on more open 
roads would soon become addictive.   

2013 VOCNA Rally.  Gary McCaw and Venom by John Ellis 
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Dear Editor, 
 I’m sending you a follow up to new member Steve Andrews contribution 
about his dad and the Dutch Mueller race team you published in the Fishtail.   If Steve 
didn't send you this already, here is a photo of the Dutch Mueller race team which will 
be of interest to the club, and certain-
ly to Steve if he doesn't have it from 
his dad.  If he doesn't, perhaps you 
could forward him a copy to make 
sure, or give him my email address 
and I will. I would love to chat with 
him either way.  
 The riders are:  339 Keith 
Vaccaro,  396 Ed Arnold,  352 John 
Munoz, and  366 Sal Colura.  
 Standing left to right is Joe 
Berry,  "Bones",  Dutch Mueller (be-
hind Ed Arnold), Paul Lubowaski, 
John Drummond, and Harry Andrews.  
 Paul Adams 
 editor’s note:  This is all the 
names we got, but there is one more 
face in the photo.  Does anyone know 
who it is? 
right:  John Munoz.  1973 CAMA 
Rally.  1947 MSS, 39 Swallow  and 
Sweetie Belhmer  
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More from the 
Paul Adams  
Collection 

Left:  1969.  Ed 
Arnold & Bar-
ney Hudson.  
1947 MSS. 
Visalia, CA. 
photo from Paul 
Adams 
Below:  Early 
VOCNA founder 
Cary McSquid 
and his Chandon 
Champagne bot-
tle hold court at 
an eighties con-
cours. 
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or those of us missing the October Melo Velo Fellow Rally here is a reminder:     
Excerpts from Tim Kenney 2016 and 2015 

 Elli Taylor hosted the first few gatherings at his house in Montecito California, 
near the coast outside of Santa Barbara.  It was a very casual affair, where people 
BBQ’d their own food, and we were all young and walking without pain.  It was my 
first exposure to the Southern California Velocette ‘scene’ and I was impressed by the 
camaraderie of the participants and the variety of classic British motorcycles, especially 
the Velocettes.  Not since my Sunday rides with the Griffith Park bunch had I seen so 
many Velos in one spot.  
 Riding up Highway 33 I always think about the next major host of the gather-
ing, Pat Peddicord.  I wave at the Matilija Poppies in the broad sweeping corner where 
we scattered some of Pat’s ashes, one of his favorites.  No surprises in that corner, just a 
constant smooth radius, like the flat tracks that Pat used to race on.  The Melo Velo 
grew under Pat’s generous (with Terry’s help) hosting, ending up at his property in Ojai.   
People came from all over, camped in his front yard, and in general had a good time.  
We were all still young enough to bounce around like a box of puppies.  Eddie Arnold’s 
son brought the Mark VIII KTT, and ran it up and down the street till the Highway Pa-
trol arrived.  We drank, ate and talked, wearing each other out as well as the Host.  
 I had so much fun at these events, and ones like them hosted by various South-
ern California members and clubs that when Pat expressed his lack of enthusiasm to 
continue the effort, I stepped up to the task.  Now, I am quite different than Pat, I never 
raced, I don’t have a network of industry friends, nor a history of horse trading, but I 
still wanted to provide enthusiasts with the same sort of experience that the event pro-
vided, and I wanted to ride up 33 with other Velocettes.  
 Frankly, I cannot say how many I have hosted.  I know that Tom Ross held one 
up at Lake Henshaw, and Paul D’Orleans up at Santa Margarita Lake, while I was pre-
tending that I didn’t want to do it anymore.  But I found a venue that made it much 
more painless for me (ok, hard to reach for everyone else) at ‘The Place’ in Ventucopa, 
and have been hosting it there for the last few years, including this year. 
 We follow the same route every year, out to 166 on 33, then up to (and here is 
the tricky part) to what is either called ‘Cerro Noroeste RD’ or ‘Hudson Ranch Road.’ 
After some research, the road was renamed after residents complained about the diffi-
culty of spelling ‘Cerro Noroeste.’ There is now a local movement  to restore the origi-
nal name, so by next year who knows what the turnoff will be called.  At any rate, if 
you somehow miss this confusing intersection, you will, like Frank and Elizabeth 
Recorder discovered, be eventually enjoying the sights and sounds of Maricopa and 
possibly Taft, but not Pine Mountain Club and a return to Ventucopa via Lockwood 
canyon road and Highway 33.  By all reports, they had a very interesting and entertain-
ing ride, and the search party reported that they were in good health and one of his set 
of Thruxton’s was running well.  
 Most of us refueled at the Gas station in Pine Mountain Club. 
 Out and down toward Fraizer Park then right on Lock-
wood canyon road for the transit back to 33.  Some peeled off 
here and headed back to LA, but many finished the ride back to 
The Place.  This section of road has natural and human hazards, 
so it pays to be careful.  Don’t tell that to John Prideaux, who 
blew by me at speed on his 250 Royal Enfield Continental GT, 
motoring away toward the horizon, where the sheriff who had 
passed me earlier was still barely visible.  John soon became a 
tiny dot, and next I saw him was unscathed by his need for speed 
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Above:  Tim Kenney.  2006 
Melo Velo Fellow Rally.  
photo by Gil Loe 

Below:  Paul d’Orleans 
2007 Atascadero Melo Velo 
Fellow Rally.  photo by Gil 
Loe



Above: 2007 MVFR. Santa Margarita in Atascadero with Vincent group man 
on right Clay Burton from San Diego Gil Loe Olav Hassel John Sims .  photo 
by Gil Loe 
Below:  2006 MVFR  Camaraderie.  George and Sachi Shoblo Frank and 
Elizabeth Recoder, George Hays and Lanora Cox.  photo by Gil Loe 
Next Page: 
Top:  Gil Loe at fuel stop.  photo by Gil Loe 
Bottom:  Motorcycle camping behind The Place.  photo by Dana Shatts 
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Above:  Gil Loe discovered this photo on the bottom of a box.  It’s somewhere in Aus-
tralia.  Anyone recognize this great lineup? 

Before Frank bought them, these two Velocette Thruxtons owned by father and son Pat 
and Terry Peddicord.  Photo By Nick Cedar.  for more see article link next page. 
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Velocette Thruxton: A Tale of Two Fishtails  
A father-son pair of 1966 Velocette Thruxtons gets a second lease on life.  

By Margie Siegal  
| January/February 2013  

Story first printed in Motorcycle Classics magazine, 
available at www.MotorcycleClassics.com 

reprinted with permission 
1966 Velocette Thruxton  
Claimed power: 41hp @ 6,500rpm  
Top speed: 110mph (130mph in racing trim)  
Engine: 499cc air-cooled OHV vertical single, 86mm x 86mm bore and stroke, 9:1 
compression ratio  
Weight (dry): 375lb (168kg)  
Fuel capacity: 5.1gal (19.3ltr)  
Price then/now: $1,035 (est.)/$20,000-$30,000 
 A family operation, for 65 years the Velocette factory built high-quality but 
quirky motorcycles in Hall Green, Birmingham, England.  The two sons of founder 
John Goodman (formerly Gütgemann) had opposing personalities.  Percy, a speed en-
thusiast, developed some of the best race bikes of the last century while Eugene, a pro-
ponent of economical transport, designed 2-strokes and overhead valve singles.  Inter-
estingly, the ancestor of the ton-up Thruxton, the 250cc MOV, was designed by Eugene. 
 Despite its small size, Veloce Ltd., makers of Velocette motorcycles, was 
known for its advanced technology.  The first positive-stop, foot-actuated gearchange 
on a production motorcycle appeared on the 1929 KTT.  But the KTT and other over-
head cam Velos were expensive to build.  After the Depression hit in the 1930s, a cost-
effective alternative was needed. 
 Eugene Goodman responded with the high-camshaft 248cc MOV in 1933.  It 
sold well, and a 349cc version, the MAC, and a 495cc version, the MSS, soon joined it.  
Continuing Velocette’s tradition of innovation, the 1935 MSS sported automatic igni-
tion advance. 
 The defining feature of the MOV, and subsequent versions of its single-cylin-
der engine, was the valve train.  The camshaft, sitting high in the cases, spun off a series 
of gears mated with the crankshaft, and short pushrods operated the rockers atop the 
cylinder.  Keeping the cam high and the pushrods short lessened reciprocating weight 
and improved valve control. 
 In 1939 England plunged into World War II and civilian motorcycle produc-
tion stopped.  Velocette built some military motorcycles based on a 350cc version of the 
MOV, but did not receive large military contracts like BSA and Norton did.  As the war 
ended, Velocette was weakened financially. 

The seed is sown 
 Postwar, small commuter bikes were supposed to be the coming thing, but 
Velocette’s innovative sidevalve horizontal opposed twin, the LE, although very popu-
lar with police departments, was not a success with enthusiasts.  Fortunately, someone 
at Velocette realized that although the market for its docile little twin was soft, the mar-
ket for sport machines was not.  Although Velocette’s postwar plan had been to focus on 
the LE, production of the 349cc MAC was continued. 
 Mostly unknown in the U.S. prior to WWII, Velocettes were discovered by 
American soldiers stationed overseas during the war years.  Jack Frodsham started im-
porting Velos to the United States after the war, before selling his operation to Lou 
Branch in 1949.  Velocette had phased out production of the 495cc MSS (and all other 
models besides the MAC and LE) after the war, but by the early 1950s both Frodsham      
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and Branch were pushing Velocette to build another 500.  
 In 1953, Velocette introduced an updated swingarm frame for the MAC.  Front 
suspension was by hydraulically damped telescopic shocks, and the rear suspension was 
easily adjustable for load by moving the top end of the shocks along an ingeniously 
designed slot.  Velocette did not have the capital to redesign the new MAC frame to 
accept the taller MSS engine, so factory engineer and designer Charles Udall reconfig-
ured the MSS to fit.  The result was a square 86mm x 86mm bore and stroke 499cc en-
gine, unusual at the time.  Not only did it fit in the existing frame, but it turned out to 
have better breathing and the capacity to rev higher than previous long-stroke engines. 
 Introduced in 1954, the new MSS was quickly discovered by California desert 
racers.  Jim Johnson won that year’s Catalina Island GP on an MSS, and Velocette 
started producing a scrambler and an enduro version of its big single for the American 
market.  Tex Luce successfully flat tracked a reworked enduro MSS built by Ernie Pico. 
 In 1956 Velocette brought out two sporty versions of the MSS; the 349cc Viper 
and the 499cc Venom.  Evaluating the Viper in 1958, The Motor Cycle, one of the two 
English motorcycling weeklies, proclaimed it “a remarkably fine motorcycle, all round 
performance well above the average,” and capable of 90mph-plus. 
 Both the Viper and the Venom had bi-metal cylinders, with a cast iron liner 
welded to an aluminum alloy jacket by the Al-Fin process.  The heads were also alu-
minum, enclosing hairpin valve springs.  The bottom end ran on tapered roller bearings, 
and lubrication was dry sump. 

Venom, then Velocette Thruxton 
 The Venom, like all Velocettes, had its share of quirks.  Chief among them was 
“The Starting Procedure,” the subject of a full paragraph in the owner’s manual and a 
process that had to be followed exactly or the bike would not start.  Plate distortion 
could stop the clutch (which used multiple small springs) from lifting cleanly, and the 
magneto and generator ignition was hopelessly outdated.  But enthusiasts didn’t mind, 
as the Venom was one of the best of the big British singles — fast, good handling and 
great looking. 
 In 1960, Velocette introduced the Venom Clubman, basically a production rac-
er with lights.  It sported an Amal TT carburetor, a racing magneto and rearsets.  By this 
time the third generation of Goodmans was running the show, including Bertie, son of 
Percy and a pretty good racer himself.  A factory team took a Clubman to the banked 
circuit at Montlhéry outside Paris in 1961, and set 12- and 24-hour records of 
104.66mph and 100.05, respectively. 
 In 1964, a racing cylinder head became available for the Venom.  Possibly 
designed by Lou Branch, some sources state it was actually the work of Dick Brown at 
Modern Cycle Works in Los Angeles.  It had a larger intake valve, a revised inlet tract 
and a narrower valve angle.  Velocette built special gas and oil tanks, notched to clear 
the large 1-3/8-inch Amal GP carb the head used.  
 A Venom with the optional head won its class in the Thruxton 500-mile en-
durance race that year, and the next year, a new version of the Venom, the Thruxton, 
was introduced. Velocette claimed 41 horsepower at the crankshaft — 44 with a mega-
phone instead of a muffler.  The American importer advertised it as “a man’s machine,” 
possibly because the starting procedure had gotten no easier over the years. 
 The Thruxton had the standard Venom dual-loop frame with upgraded tele-
scopic forks, clip-ons, rearsets and the Velo fishtail “Brooklands can” muffler.  It was 
good for up to 110mph stock — and a lot more with knowledgeable tuning.  With stan-
dard gearing, a Thruxton turned 4,000rpm at 70mph. 
 Later Thruxtons swapped the high-strung GP carb for an Amal Concentric, the 
compression ratio was raised a bit, and from July 1968 on a battery and coil ignition 
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became available, which might have made starting a tad easier.  Color was generally 
silver/blue, but customers could order their Thruxton traditionally finished in black with 
gold pinstriping. 

Our bike 
 Our feature bike has a somewhat unusual background. Pat Peddicord was in 
the business of selling Velocettes in Southern California when he bought our silver/blue 
1966 Velocette Thruxton feature bike from a customer in 1968.  At the same time his 
son, Terry, was riding a black 1966 Thruxton.  
 Fast-forward to about 10 years ago when British motorcycle enthusiast Frank 
Recoder started looking for a Thruxton.  About 1,058 Thruxtons were built in the five 
years of production (an estimated 60 more were assembled from original bits after Ve-
locette went out of business in 1971), and these are now scattered around the world.  
Surviving Thruxtons are, not surprisingly, rare, and often get passed from one “Velo-
cettista” to another, so Frank started working his way into local Velocette circles.  Even-
tually, he got a lead on a silver/blue Thruxton, Pat Peddicord’s bike.  
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 Pat had passed on, and his Thruxton belonged to his widow.  “Pat had gone for 
a ride, parked the bike and collapsed.  They found him too late,” Frank says.  Although 
the bike had sat for seven years, the Peddicord family wasn’t sure they wanted to sell it, 
and it took two years for Frank to convince them he would care for the bike as Pat had.  
At that point, Terry mentioned he had a second Thruxton, apart and in boxes.  
 Frank took possession of the silver/blue bike (called Deep Blue/Metallic Silver 
by Veloce), which, while mostly complete, wasn’t running, and set to sorting it out.  At 
first, Terry didn’t want to part with his black Thruxton, but then his wife had a baby, 
and some four months later Frank took possession of what he says was 70 percent of a 
Thruxton, including all the sheet metal.  He called Velocette specialist Ed Gilkison, 
who’d helped get the silver/blue bike going, for help. 
 Ed did the machine work, located missing engine parts, and provided support, 
advice and encouragement for the project.  Eight months after Frank bought the black 
Velo, it was back together.  “Then it took me six months to sort it out and locate all the 
leaks,” he says. 
 Since getting both bikes going, Frank has more or less decided the black 
Thruxton is the rider and the silver/blue bike is the show bike, although he did show the 
black bike at the 2012 Quail Motorcycle Gathering.  This past summer, Frank and his 
wife, Elizabeth (an enthusiastic pillion rider), rode the black Thruxton to the annual 
Velocette rally in Arizona.  “Five days of riding — 1,000 miles!” Frank says, smiling at 
the memory. 
 Frank says owning and maintaining a Velocette Thruxton isn’t too bad, but 
setting up the clutch is tricky.  “It’s unusual — very thin.  It has two plates that slide 
and three driven plates.  You have to adjust it by turning the spring-loaded center.  The 
engine has to go through a cycle before the clutch opens.  You have to watch first gear 
and time gear changes or the transmission will make noise.  But once it’s set up it works 
fine. I set the clutch on the silver Thruxton 3,000 miles back and it still works fine.” 
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 Like all vintage bikes, 
oil changes are frequent on a 
Thruxton.  “I change the oil every 
time I come back from a rally.  I 
used to put hypoid gear oil in the 
transmission, but I had problems 
with a leaky tranny.  I read an 
article in the Velo club newsletter 
that recommended lighter oil.  Oil 
is kept in the transmission by 
deflection washers; the return 
holes are small, and thick oil will 
clog the holes.  I use 50 weight 
Motul now,” Frank says. 
 As much as Frank likes 
his Thruxtons, they aren’t without 
challenges.  Difficult to start 
when cold, the GP carb has no 
idle circuit, so once you get a 
Velocette Thruxton started, you 
have to rev it until it is warm.  
Frank says it takes five minutes, 
but after it’s warm, it’s a sweet 
engine with a wide powerband 
and loads of torque.  “I normally 
rev the engine to 5,000rpm,” 
Frank says.  “Max is 6,200rpm.  It 
holds its line on twisties — I can 
maintain speed, switching from 
second to third gear and back.  It 
has plenty of power.  I can really 
feel it pulling out of corners.  It’s 
unique — a pleasure to ride and a 
nice rush.  The bike responds to 
you and repays all the work you have to put into it.  Thruxtons are racers.  Once you 
find that sweet spot, about 70-75mph, you can go forever.”  
 These two 500cc Velocettes are part of two families’ histories and another fam-
ily’s present.  Designed and built by the Goodman family in England, and owned, rid-
den, repaired and loved for years by Pat Peddicord and his son, Terry, stalwarts of the 
postwar Southern California motorcycle scene.  The Goodmans no longer build bikes, 
and Pat Peddicord is gone, but these rare classics are still here, now owned by Frank 
and Elizabeth Recoder, who treasure them both.   
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Get the LED Out 
By J. Shadetree 

 A gentleman does not motor about after dark.  Well the rest of us go to the pub 
when we’re able.  The last LED bulb I tried made very little difference to the over all 
lighting situation and then I re-silvered the parabola that is the reflector and just like 
that the lumins burst forth in front of the motor bike in a dizzying array of beams.  The 
trouble was the low beam was pointed at the front wheel and the high into the trees. A 
function of distance to the reflector from the emitter I’m told.  And white.  A soft but-
tery glow that one comes to expect from the genre of 6v lighting nowhere to be found.   
 Ah but that was then and time marches on, progress is made and now the range 
of bulbs and wattage with color spectrum choices is, well, still limited for the BA15d 
style bayonet base in the 6v range.  Here is what we recently found.  A line of products 
starting with the white spectrum high low beam 6-30v polarity sensitive that we have 
been using  rated at about 6w for around 17 GBP plus shipping. 
 Last week we found a site in the USA with a few more options.  The first is the 
same base 6-30v either polarity AC or DC, comes in warm white (3000k) which has a 
slightly lower output than the 6000k white version but gives that buttery glow color.  
This bulb has no distance difference for high or low beam it simply increases the 
brightness on high.  For the princely sum of $8.  
 The second offering is designed for a slightly heavier draw and gives more 
light in a directed beam pattern with the high and low “filaments” spaced apart for true 
to the original bulb, beam directing into the reflector type, lighting.  These have the 
same voltage and polarity rated at around 10w and available in the 6000k color range 
which is to say stark white for about $18.   
 Also found for the instrument illumination are some 4w led any polarity 6v 
units that have a slightly whiter look and are just a bit brighter than the standard Lucas 
incandescent for $2 each. 
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Above:  Distanced filaments emulating the original incandescent bulb. 
Below:  Dark horizontal shadow just where you need to see what’s ahead of you. 
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 Now to the road test.  As stated the original led bulb has an issue with the fil-
aments being adjusted to give usable lighting in only one range with the low beam be-
ing the most usable with the light bucket adjusted for the correct hight.  Keep in mind 
this is being tested with the Miller 6 3/4” headlight.  Other diameters may vary accord-
ing to the shape of the parabolic line of each one. 
 The second warm light out put is seemingly too low on the low setting which 
means the high beam will be short in range.  As tested in the garage door test. 25ft. 
 Road test shows a much better light than anticipated with the color of the light 
actually showing the dark of the asphalt road a bit better especially on low beam.  Beam 
focus is soft and fuzzy similar to the incandescent bulb I had been using and about 
twice the brightness.  Not too bad for around town pottering.  For dark back lane work a 
slower speed will be needed, to avoid deer, dears and cows. 
 The third bulb has the increased output and spaced filaments with a good high 
low definition in the garage door test from 25ft.  Due to the shape of the heat sink frame 
there is a shadow in a horizontal line that may be interesting whilst motoring. 
The shadow. This bulb is advertised as the newest gift to night time motoring referred 
to on one site as the ‘Daylighter’ There is some truth to the claim of bright light and 
very white with a discernible high / low focus and relatively far reaching, 200 feet or 
more depending on the reflectors in the road up to 1/4 mile.  The dark band through the 
middle of the light beam creates a very limited usefulness to the extra lumins.  Since I 
purchased this bulb direct from the outlet store, direct from the manufacturer in China 
and have not ordered or seen one from any other source, which does claim the dark bar 
is not an issue, perhaps there is more than one model for sale.  The picture in the 
brochures all look pretty much the same.  So this one gets points for trying but no cigar. 
 The infuriating bit  is a lack of information regarding focal length as the origi-
nal bulbs must be long gone and there are tales of moving the bulb in and out to get the 
correct focus.  However on the units available adjustment does not seem to be an op-
tion. 
 Once again motoring in the dark. 
Dynamoregulators.com 
Norbsa02.freeuk.com 
Ledlight.com 
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Dear Kami 
 I took my KSS to a guy.  
The carb needed to be 
rebuilt and the clutch ad-
justed, and a few other 
things needed to be looked 
at.  I told the guy I needed 
to ride the bike in the 
Moto Melee.  That was six 
months away.  I was sure 
that gave him plenty of 
time to get my bike ready.   
Kami that was two years 
ago! 
Last time I saw him I 
asked how long it’s going 
to be until I can take my 
bike for a test ride.  He 
said he didn’t know.  He 
gets up each morning, has 
a cup of coffee, and then 
decides which project to 

work on for the day.   It shouldn’t be too much longer because he’s excited about my 
project.      No pot to piss in 
Dear Pisspot 
 There are at least two possible scenarios here.  The first is your bike is in the 
hands of an artist.  Get your bike back now and kiss whatever you’ve paid for storage 
goodbye.  The artist may become attached to the beautiful lines of your bike and never 
allow it to leave his domain.  When he runs into a delay in getting the correct required 
parts he may lose the flow and never return to working on the bike.   
Learn how to do the repairs yourself.  It might take a little time but that education will 
never go away. 
 The other possibility is summarized in something a guy selling a bike said to 
the editor of this newsletter recently.  He said, “This bike needs to be around a lot of 
people who know Velocettes.” 
 I don’t think Velocettes have greater social needs than other vintage British 
bikes.  But for most people involved in the esoteric, oily, evolutionary dead end of vin-
tage bikes, there is a social need.  Just as the editor of FTW needs submissions, the me-
chanic may need feedback and input from the bike’s owner.  If the project doesn’t mat-
ter to you, why should it matter to him?  If this is the scenario, take a week off and plan 
to stay near your bike. 
 How can you tell the difference between the two scenarios?  Well, it will be 
easy.  The artist will kick you out immediately and the socialite will brew up another 
pot of coffee.    
 Of course humans rarely fall neatly into a label.  Artist?  Socialite?  Bah hum-
bug!  What you really need is to communicate.  Language can be misleading just within 
the confines of this one continent.  Mellow as in the Melo Velo ride could be a code for 
drug use instead of  referring to a relaxed day in the southern California countryside.  
Drag could refer to the vehicle that follows such riders or to the process of dressing up 
and acting as a person of the opposite sex.   Find out what you need to know, don’t 
judge and get back to work on that KSS!   Kami 
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FOR SALE:  1961 Velocette Scrambler  
500 Vin MSS 12927S  

Engine overhaul  
New: Alpha big end assy, Timpkin tapered 
crank bearings, cylinder bored +.040”, piston 
& rings, valves & valve guides, oil line pipes 
& banjos, oil filter, Dowty seals, crankcase 
hardware, timing cover screws, & carb studs.  

New: Fork tubes/bushes/seals, front 
wheel spindle/nut, speedometer gearbox & 
related distance pieces, control cables, 
Woodhead Monroe shocks, clutch assy, 
Renolds primary chain, Renolds drive chain, 
scrambles handlebars, oil filter, oil tank ball valve, steering damper knob. New tires & 
tubes: Duro copies of the classic Pirelli MT53 tire.  

Re-chromed exhaust pipe & clamps.  
New Amal Concentric, 30mm, & finned carb manifold from Groves.  

New: Rubbers, gaskets, engine & chassis hardware, speedometer (repro), 
number plates (alloy),  

Serviced BTH magneto.  
New: Hand formed aluminum gas tank (BSA Goldstar pattern) & Wassell 

scrambles seat.  
Frame and parts blast cleaned and painted with epoxy primer and gloss black 

urethane enamel.  
Includes: Original gas tank, tank badges, seat & 10TT9 carburetor.  

$8500 Paul Gordon 29stinson@gmail.com 
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FOR SALE:  1968 Velocette Thruxton -  
RARE - original owner. Comes with factory fitted full Avonaire sports fairing and 
megaphone exhaust. Silver tank and blue frame, new Fishtail exhaust - never installed. 
All original manuals and documents, including a validation letter from Ray Thurston in 
the UK. Also tools and a few spares. Engine Number VMT752. Very low mileage. Lo-
cated in Picton, Ontario, Canada. Asking $30,000.00 US. Contact - dearjohn@kos.net 

WANTED: 
350 MAC engine and transmission   contact Steve Eorio   kegeorio@gmail.com 

WANTED:  
Trade or Cash.  Poster “Triumph Wins 36th Annual Big Bear Run”.  This old race win 
promotional advertisement from 1957 of Bud Ekins winning.  Other similar posters 
wanted.  Good copies OK.  Anything on Big Bear, Catalina or Greenhorn races.  Also 
“Motorcyclist” mags of 50’s and 60s, and 11 X 11 Triumph brochure for 1965. 
R.E. Rogers     Rogersr.e.65@gmail.com
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